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K. Goodearl [Gl] considered the State Space, St(R), of a noetherian 
ring R; and, in joint work with R. B. Warfield [GW], described the struc- 
ture of the sate space of commutative rings, hereditary noetherian prime 
rings, and orders over Dedekind Domains. 
In this work, we give some properties of the state space of a ring in rela- 
tion to the ideas of localization on noncommutative rings and of ramifica- 
tion in generically Galois actions. We show how the structure of St(R) 
depends on the property of localization at prime ideals. Some general 
results are given for the state space of a finite algebra over a commutative 
noetherian ring; then we apply these results to St(S * G) where S is a 
commutative noetherian domain, G is a finite group acting faithfully as 
automorphisms of the ring S, and 1 GI is invertible in S. WC show that the 
state space St(S * G) is the affine continuous image of an amalgamation of 
the state spaces of the ring localized at non-trivial clans, in particular that 
those arising from the ramified primes of S suffice. We show that St(S * G) 
is a singleton if and only if the action is G-Galois on S. Finally, for S a 
Dedekind domain, we give a structure theorem for the state space of the 
skew group ring S * G. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let K,(R), as defined in [B], be Grothendieck group of the category of 
f.g. projective left R-modules. Let K:(R) denote the positive cone, i.e., the 
set of all isomorphism classes of f.g. projective left R-modules. A pre-order 
relation is defined in K,(R) by X< Y if and only if Y - X is in the positive 
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cone. An order-unit in K,(R) is an element U of KO+ (R) such that for every 
XE K,(R), there is a positive integer n with X< nU. 
Let U be an order-unit in K,(R), a state on the pre-ordered abelian 
group (K,(R), U) is a map s : K,(R) -+ [w, where [w is the group of real 
numbers under addition, satisfying: (1) (U) s = 1; (2) (X) s 2 0 for all X in 
K,+(R) and; (3) s is a group homomorphism. The state space St(K,(R), U) 
is the set of all the states. The State Space St(R) of the ring R is defined 
to be St(K,(R), [RI). For this and other background materials on states, 
see [Gl]. 
The state space is determined by the set of its extreme points, denoted 
by a,St(&(R), U), and their affine relations, see [GW]. Stafford [St] 
shows that for commutative rings and for noetherian rings of finite Krull 
dimension, the extreme points are given by the “generalized rank func- 
tions.” Let P be a prime ideal of a neotherian ring R and let A be a f.g. 
projective left R-module, the “generalized rank function” rp is defined by 
(A) rp = length (Q(RIP) @ R A) 
length (Q(RIP)) ’ 
where Q(R/P) is the simple Artinian quotient ring of the prime noetherian 
ring R/P. They induce canonically the states sP on R given by (X) sP= 
([MI-[N]) s,= (M) rp-(N) rp. If R is a commutative ring, the generalized 
rank functions rp are defined by (A) rp = dimpcRIPj (Q(RIP) 0 R A), where 
Q(R/P) is the quotient field of the domain R/P. Similarly rp induces a state 
s, on R. Stafford [St, Theorem 6.41 proved that if R is an noetherian ring 
of finite Krull dimension, then d, St(R) c {sp/P is a J-prime ideal of R}. 
For commutative rings, hereditary noetherian prime rings, and simple 
orders over Dedekind domains, the structure of the state space has been 
given by K. Goodearl and R. B. Warlield in [GW]. We will use this result 
to find structure theorems for other state spaces. 
We will call a ring R, left regular, if every f.g. left R-module has a finite 
resolution of projective left R-modules. In this way, this implies both detini- 
tions of regular rings, the one in [B] and the one in [Q]. Also, by a 
noetherian ring we mean left and right noetherian. 
In all this work the rings will have 1; when linearity is obvious, the 
proofs will be restricted to the positive cone of the respective Grothendieck 
groups; and we will denote a homeomorphism by - and an affine 
homeomorphism by M. In order to be consistent with the notation, 
functions act on the left. The skew group ring is defined as in [Mol]. 
We now present some results that we will use later in the paper. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let R and S be Morita equivalent rings. Then 
St(R) - St(S). Moreover, the homeomorphism preserve faces. 
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Proqf: There exists a Eg. projective generator A for left R-modules with 
S z End, A and a group isomorphism cp : K,(R) -+ K,,(S) with ([Ml) cp = 
([A* OR M]) for ail f.g. projective left R-modules M. We have 
([A]) cp= [S] and (K:(R)) cp= K,+(S). These conditions allow us to 
define a map 9: St(K,(R), [A])+St(K,,(S), [S]) by (s) 9=cps. It is easy 
to check that 9 is an afline homeomorphism. On the other hand, the 
“normalization” 8: St(K,,(R), [R]) + St(K,(R), [A]) given by (r) 6= 
r ( l/( [A]) r) is a well defined homeomorphism since [A] is an order-unit 
in K,(R). Then the product 09: St(R) -+ St(s) is a homeomorphism. 
To prove that 89 preserves faces, it is enough to show that 19 does since 9 
is an afhne map. Let h =fu +g(l -r), with 0 < c( < 1 and f, gc St(R). 
Then VI 8 = (fu + g(1 - a))(MCAl) h) = (f 1 Q((CAl)fal(CAl) h) + 
(g) Q((CAl)g(l - a)/(CAl)h) = (f) OP + (g)Ql - B) with 0 < B = 
( [A])@/( [A]) h < 1; thus 0 preserves faces. 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let R and S be Morita equivalent rings via the 
progenerator A of R-Mod. Then St(R) z St(S) if and only if ([A]) f = 
(CAl)gfor a1l.L g in St(R). 
Proof: We just need to show that 6 is an afline map in the proof of the 
proposition. But 8 is afline if and only if /?= CI, which means ([A]) h = 
([A]) f with h =fol + g( 1 - a). Hence 8 is affine if and only if 
(CAl)f(l-x)=(CAl)g(l --cI), but u< 1, so (CAl)f=(CAl)g for all.Lf; 
in St(R). 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Let M,(R) be the ring of n x n matrices over a ring R, 
then St(M,(R)) % St(R). Since M,(R) is Morita equivalent to R via A = R” 
we have ([R”])f=n=([R”])gfor allf,gESt(R). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let R = @ Ri i 3 0, be a graded left regular ring. Then 
St(R) z St(R,). 
Proof: The inclusion map z : R, 4 R induces a group isomorphism 
K,(R,) g K,(R) by [B, Theorem XII. 3.21 sending CR,,] to [R] and 
preserving positive cones, thus the induced map St(i) : St(R) -+ St(R,) is an 
injective affine continuous map. On the other hand we have a natural 
projection p : R -+ R/R+ (g R,) with lp = id,,. Hence, since St is a 
contravariant functor, St(p) St(i) = idStCRO) and then St(z) is surjective, thus 
an affine homeomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 1.5. Let S be a graded left regular ring, S = @Si, i Z 0. Let G 
be a finite group acting as automorphisms of S. We say that G “respects 
the grading” if (S,)g = Si for all i > 0 and for all g E G. If this is the case, 
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then the skew group ring S * G is also a graded left regular ring with 
(S * G), = Si * G and we obtain, by Proposition 1.4, St(S * G) z St(S, * G). 
EXAMPLE 1.6. Let S = k[x, JJ] be the polynomial ring in two variables 
where char(k) # 2. Thus S is a graded left regular ring where the grading 
is given by the subgroups S, generated by monomials of total degree i. Let 
G be the group generated by the automorphisms c1 and fi given by 
(~)a= -x, (y)a=y, and (x)fl=x, (y)p= -y; so G respects the grading 
of S. Hence St(k[x, y] * G)z St(kG). But, since G is abelian, the group 
algebra kG is isomorphic to the semisimple artinian ring k @ k @ k @ k, so 
St(k[x, y] * G) is aftinely homeomorphic to a 3-dimensional simplex. 
Let R be a filtered ring. Quillen’s theorem [Q] says that if the associated 
graded ring S is left noetherian, left regular, and flat as left R,-module, then 
the inclusion map z : R, + R induces an isomorphism K,(R,) r K,(R). This 
ismomorphism sends [Ro] to [R] and preserves positive cones. Hence the 
induced map St(R) -+ St(R,) is an injective affine continuous map. We now 
show that it is not necessarily a homeomorphism. 
EXAMPLE 1.7. Consider the Weyl algebra A,(k), where k is a field of 
characteristic zero. Let G be the cyclic group generated by the 
automorphism r~ acting by (x) r~ = EX and (y) cr = e-iy, where E is a 
primitive nth root of unity. It is well known that the skew group ring 
A,(k) * G is simple noetherian because the action of G is outer, and hence 
the state space St(A,(k) * G) is a point [St, Theorem 6.41. On the other 
hand A,(k) is a filtered ring, with filtration given by the k-subspaces F, 
generated by the monomials xmyn with m + IZ d j. So the group G respects 
the filtration and hence A,(k) * G is a filtered ring with [Fj = Fj * G. The 
associated graded ring is S= gr(A ,(k)) * G = k[x, y] * G, where x and JJ 
are commuting indeterminants. Then S is a left regular, noetherian ring 
and flat as a left kG-module. Hence there is an injective map 
St(A,(k) * G) 4 St(kG); but since G is abelian, the group algebra kG is 
isomorphic to a direct sum of n copies of the field k and thus St(kG) is 
affinely homeomorphic to an (n - 1 )-dimensional simplex. 
2. GALOIS ACTIONS AND RAMIFICATION 
For any ring S in which a finite group G acts as automorphisms and 1 G j 
is invertible in S, there are one-to-one correspondences between the 
G-orbits of prime ideals of S, certain finite subsets of prime ideals of S * G, 
and certain finite subsets of prime ideals of SG, for details see [LPl, Pal, 
Mo23. Let P be a prime ideal of S. Define h(P) to be the number of 
prime ideal minimal over P” * G where P” = n PR, so h(P) < / G 1. 
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Similarly define Lo(P) to be the number of prime ideals minimal over 
PC-IS’ in SG, so Lo(P)GI Let rc=&,og, then e=(l/]G/)rt is an 
idempotent in S * G and eS * Ge z SC. The map 4: Ideals(S * G) + 
Ideals given by ZH ele induces a one-to-one correspondence between 
prime ideals of the skew group ring that do not contain e and prime ideals 
of the fixed ring. Moreover, if q is a prime ideal of SC and .9 = (q) c,C’, then 
there exists a prime ideal Q of S such that Z? is minimal over Q” * G and 
q is minimal over Q” n SC. Hence Lo(P) d Lu(P). For a detailed example 
of this correspondence, see [Mo2, Example 4.41. 
Now regard S as a left SC-module and right S * G-module with action 
given by s . rg = (sr)R for all s, r E S and g E G. There is a natural map 
cp : S * G + End,c(S) given by right multiplication. The group G is said to 
be Galois (or the action is G-Galois on S) if any of the two following 
equivalent conditions are satisfied (see [DM]): 
(1) S is a finitely generated projective left SC-module and cp is 
an ring isomorphism. 
(2) 3a,, . . . . a,, b,, . . . . b,inSsuchthat i a,bf-‘= i 
if g=l 
I=1 if g#l 
Note that condition (2) can be written as SrrS = S * G. If it exists, the set 
{al, . . . . a,,, b,, . . . . b,} is called a Galois basis for S. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. State Spaces for G-Galois actions. If G is Galois and, in 
addition, there exists an element of trace 1 in S, then the trace map is a sur- 
jective left SC-module homomomorphism and, by Morita’s theorem, S is a 
f.g. projective generator for left SG-Mod with S * Gz End+(S). Hence 
S * G and S” are Morita equivalent and then by Proposition 1.1, 
St(S * G) N St(S’). This would be an affine homeomorphism if and only if 
( [S] ) r = ( [S] ) t for all r, t in St(S”), for example, if S is a free left 
SG-module which is the case when S is simple Artinian and G is outer, 
see [Mol]. 
Now assume S is a semiprime noetherian ring, and 1 G 1~ ’ E S. Let Q(S) 
be the semisimple Artinian quotient ring of S. It follows from [Mol] that 
S * G and SG are also semiprime noetherian rings and S is a Eg. noetherian 
left SC-module. Thus there is an induced action of G on Q(S) = S, where 
T is the set of regular elements of SC. Hodges [Hl] defines G to be generi- 
cally Galois on S if the induced action of G on Q(S) is G-Galois. The 
following lemma describes the equivalent notions of generically Galois 
actions: 
LEMMA 2.2 [Hl, Lemma 2.11. Let S, Q(S), G, and 7~ be as above. The 
following are equivalent: 
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(1) G is generically Galois on S. 
(2) Q(S) nQ(S) = Q(S) * G. 
(3) SnS is an essential ideal of S * G. 
(4) SrcSn S is an essential ideal of S. 
We now describe the notion of ramification as in [Hl]. Let S be a 
noetherian ring and G be a finite group of automorphisms of S with 
1 G / ~~ ’ E S. A prime ideal P of S is said to be unramified if the induced 
action of G on S/P0 is generically Galois. Otherwise, the prime P is said to 
be ramified. The ring S is said to be unramified if and only if all primes are 
unramified; otherwise, it is called ramified. The following theorem does not 
seem to appear in the literature: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let S he a noetherian ring and G a finite group of 
automorphisms of S with 1 G 1-l E S. A prime ideal P of S is unramified if and 
only if Lu( P) = Lo(P). 
Proof: (a) Let Lu(P) = n, so there are n minimal primes in 
S * G/P0 * G = S/P0 * G (see [LP2]). Since S/P0 is semiprime noetherian, 
Q(S/P’ * G) = Q(S/P’) * G with n minimal prime ideals !Y. But since P is 
unramified, G is Galois on Q(S/P’), so Q(S/P’) nQ(S/P’) = Q(S/P’) * G 
and thus e $9 for any minimal prime ideal 9’. Hence there are n minimal 
primes p = eye of Q(S/P’)‘. But Q(S/P”)G = Q((S/P”)G) = Q(S”/P” n SC) 
[MO 1, Theorem 5.31, thus there are n minimal primes in SC/P0 n SC. 
Therefore, there are n primes p of S” minimal over P” n S”. 
(-z) After passing to S/P’, we may assume that S is semiprime and 
P” = 0; thus we need to prove that G is generically Galois on S. Let 
9 I > ...> q, be the minimal prime ideals of S * G, then p, = e9, e, . . . . P,~ = e$e 
are all the minimal primes of SG‘ and e $ e for each i. Thus rc $8 for each 
i, and so S7cS ti $ for each i. But I(SnS). SIZS = 0 c fl for each i, hence 
I(SrcS) c z for each i, and so I(SrcS) c n e = 0. Similarly the right 
annihilator of SrrS is 0, thus the ideal SrcS is essential in S * G. Then by 
Lemma 2.2, G is generically Galois on S. 
As a consequence of this theorem we can define, for a prime ideal P of 
S with S and G as above, the ramification number of P by ram(P) = 
Lu(P)/Lo(P) and so we have that P is an unramified prime ideal if and 
only if ram(P) = 1. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. If S is a Dedekind domain and G acts faithfully on S, the 
fixed ring S” is also a Dedekind domain and, if p is a maximal ideal of SC, 
the ramification index of p, e(p), is defined as the natural number E such 
that (PO)& = pS, where P n SC = p, see [ Re]. Since 1 G 1~ ’ E S, the extension 
is tamely ramified and hence (see [AR]) char(S”/p) = 0 or it does not 
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divide 1 G 1. Wilson [W] proves in this situation that the simple S/P” * 
G-modules are pi(p) = (P”)‘/(Po)i’l with ,~~(p)=p~(p) if and only if i=j 
mod e(p). But S/P0 * G is semisimple by Maschke’s theorem, so there are 
e(p) simple S/P0 * G-modules, and so e(p) = La(P). Since S is com- 
mutative, Lo(P) = 1 and so ram(P) = e(p). Thus in this case the ramifica- 
tion number of P coincides with the ramification index of p = P n SC. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let S and G be as in Theorem 2.3. Then: 
(1) S is unramified if and only if G is Galois on S. 
(2) If S is unramifed then S * G and SG are Morita equivalent rings. 
(3) The set of ramifi:ed prime ideals of S is Zariski-closed in Spec(S). 
ProoJ Immediate from Theorem 2.3 and [Hl, Proposition 2.31. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let S = M,(k), the ring of n x n matrices over a field 
of characteristic # 2. Let G be the group generated by the automorphism 
g of S, where g is conjugation by x = diag ( - 1, 1, . . . . 1 }. Then 
SG = k@ M,- ,(k) and the skew group ring M,(k) * Z, can be identified 
with a subring of the ring of M,,(k) as follows: M,(k) * iz, E 
((,U, “;r)la, b E M,(k)}, via al + hg + lb”, “z). Here there are two prime 
ideals, I= { (1 z)/aE M,(k)} and J= { ( 2, -“)/a E M,(k)}. A calculation 
using traces of matrices shows that e =Oi($ (“) and we note that 
eIezA4M,p,(k) and eJer k. Thus we have ram((O))“= 1, so the prime ideal 
(0) is unramified, S is unramified, and the action is G-Galois on S. In 
particular, if n = 2, the following is a Galois basis for S: 
Furthermore, since the action is G-Galois, then St(M,(k) * Z,) z 
St(k @ M, ~ ,(k)) which is aflinely homeomorphic to 1 -dimensional simplex. 
The extreme points correspond to the states s, and sJ. 
3. G-ACTIONS ON K,(S) AND ON St(S) 
Let S be a ring with 1, and let G be a finite group acting as 
automorphisms of S. We describe here an induced action of the group G 
as group automorphisms of the Grothendieck group K,(S) and an induced 
action of G as affine homeomorphisms of the state space St(S). 
K,(s) 
Let M be a f.g. projective left S-module. Since S * G is a free left 
S-module we have S* G OsMzCgEG @ (g 0, M) as f.g. projective left 
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S-modules, whence each left S-module g 0, A4 is f.g. projective. The action 
of S on g@,M is given by s(g@,sm)=g@,sgm for all SES, mEM. 
Using the notation of [MR], except that in this work the functions act on 
the left, we define the skew-module RM as the f.g. projective left S-module 
g @,s M. For every g in G, gS E S as left S-modules. We also have for all 
M, N Eg. projective left S-modules, “(M 0 N) E gM Og N, and then we can 
define for every isomorphism class [M] E K,(S), R[M] = [ gM] and extend 
by linearity to all K,,(S). Moreover we have h( “M) = h 0 B g 0, M = 
Shg @,, M = hg @,Y M= hg(M). Because of this associativity, each action g 
has an inverse action g- ‘, thus the group G acts as group automorphisms 
of K,(S) which preserve the order unit [S] and the positive cone. 
St(s) 
The above action of G on K,(S) induces a natural action of G on St(S) 
given by 
(X) KS = ( “A-) s for all XE K,(S), all s E St(S), and every g E G. 
Since g, as a group homomorphism, preserves the order-unit [S] and the 
positive cone, then gs = gs (as a product of group homomorphisms) is a 
well defined state in S. Moreover, for any g, h in G and s in St(S), we 
obtain “( K~) = /z(~s) = h(gs) =hgs= hK~. Is also easy to see that g, as a 
group homomorphism, preserves afline linear combinations and has an 
inverse homomorphism g - ‘, hence the group G acts as affine homeo- 
morphisms of the state space of S. 
In particular, if S is a noetherian ring, we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let S be a noetherian ring and let G be a finite group 
acting as automorphisms of S. Let P be a prime ideal of S. Then g(sp) = spx. 
Proof It is enough to show equality for Ma f.g. projective left 
S-module and the generalized rank function rp. First, since S/P E S/Pg then 
Q(S/P) r Q(S/PR) as rings for every g E G. This induces a right S-module 
isomorphism Q(S/P) @.ggQ(S/Pg), by ([x+P]-’ [y+P]) O.,~H 
[x” + P”] -’ [yg + Pn]. Hence 
(M) g(rp) = length (QWP) 0, gW 
length (Q(S/P)) 
= length (QWpg) 0, W = (M) rpa 
length (Q(S/pg)) 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let S be an hereditary noetherian prime (HNP) ring, let 
(M,, . . . . M,} be a cycle of idempotent maximal ideals, i.e., O,(M,) = 
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O,(M,), ...> O,(M,)= O,(M,), where 0, and 0, denote respectively the 
right and left orders of the ideals, see [ER]. Then A4k is also an idempo- 
tent maximal ideal of S for all i = 1, . . . . n and all g E G. Also {M;, . . . . M,R} 
form a cycle of idempotent maximal ideals in S because, if 
O,(M,) = O,(M,), then O,(gM,) = O,(M;-‘) = (O,(M,))g = (O,(M,))” = 
O,(M;-‘) = 0,( RM,). Hence the action of G on St(S) is given by permuting 
the m-dimensional simplices, for each m that occurs in the structure 
theorem given in [GW]. 
4. LOCALIZATIONS AND STATE SPACES 
The classical theory of localization says that we can localize a ring at a 
set satisfying the Ore condition. Necessary and sufficient conditions to be 
able to localize a ring at prime or semiprime ideals have been studied by 
Jategaonkar [J], Mueller [Mu], P. F. Smith [Sm], K. Goodearl [G2], 
and others, and a decisive point is the notion of cliques, clans, and links; 
for which definitions we refer to [J]. We now give some results about 
localized rings and their state spaces. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a noetherian ring and let %? be an Ore set in R. 
The induced affine continuous map A : St(R,) + St(R) sends s~,~ to sp ,for 
all primes P of R such that Pn W = 0. Furthermore, if the map 
K,(R) + K,,(R,) is surjective, then St(R,) embeds into St(R). 
ProoJ: Since St is a contravariant functor, the natural map R G R, 
induces a map A: St(R,) + St(R). Recall that all the prime ideals of R, are 
of the form P, for some prime ideal P of R such that P n Q? = 0, and 
Q(R,/P,) z Q(R/P) as simple rings (see [J]). Thus we have 
(CW)(s,,) A = (II& OR Ml) spr6 
= lengWQ(R,lP,) 0 Ry R, 0 R M) 
lengWQUW’,N 
= lengWQ(RIp) 0 R W = ( cM1 ) sp 
lengWQ(RIP)) 
for all f.g. projective left R-module M. The second part is a direct calcula- 
tion. 
COROLLARY 4.2. If R is left regular, noetherian and 9? is an Ore set, then 
St(R,) -+ St(R) is an embedding. 
ProoJ: Since R is left regular, [MR, Proposition 12.1.121 gives us the 
surjectivity of the map K,(R) + K,(R,). Then apply the theorem. 
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A standard result in localization theory shows that if a prime (resp. semi- 
prime) ideal of a ring R is localizable, then the resulting localized ring is 
quasi-local (resp. semi-local) (see [J] ). We are interested in the state spaces 
of this ring. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. If R is a quasi-local ring, then St(R) is a point. 
Proo$ Let J be the Jacobson radical of R. Then by [B, 1X.1.31, the 
map R -+ R/J induces a monomorphism K,(R) + K,(R/J). But since R is 
quasi-local, RJJ is simple artinian and hence K,,(R/J) r Z. Moreover, any 
subgroup of the cyclic group Z is isomorphic to Z, so K,(R) z Z. Hence 
there exists only one state of R and St(R) is a singleton. 
As a consequence of this result we now obtain some information about 
St(R) from the localizable prime ideals. Denote by %Y?~(P) the set of 
elements of R which are regular module the prime ideal P, i.e., 
Cc,(P) = {x E R/[x + P] is a regular element in R/P}, and drop the sub- 
script R when the ring is understood. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let R be a noetherian ring and let P be a prime ideal if 
R. If P is localizable, then sp = s7 in St(R) for all prime ideals Q and T that 
do not intersect V(P). 
Proof: Since P is localizable, V(P) is an Ore set and R, = RuCp) is a 
quasi-local ring (see [J]). So, by Proposition 4.3, St(Rp) is a singleton. On 
the other hand, if Q and Tare prime ideals in R not intersecting U(P), then 
Qp and T, are prime ideals in R,, hence sop = s~~, and thus by Proposi- 
tion 4.1, so = (sop) d = (sTp) d = sT. 
Recall that a ring is called semi-pefect if it semi-local and idempotents 
can be lifted modulo the Jacobson radical, see [Sn]. For the case of 
localizable semiprime ideals, the following propositions will be useful. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. If R is semi-perfect, then St(R) z St(R/J). So St(R) is 
affinely homeomorphic to a finite dimensional simplex. 
ProoJ By [B, 111.2.121, the map R + R/J induces an injective map 4 
between the semigroups of isomorphism classes of f.g. projective left 
modules 4 : P(R) -+ P(R/J) which is surjective if we can lift a finite set 
of orthogonal idempotents. So we get a group isomorphism 
@:K,(R)+K,,(R/J) with ([R])@=[R/J] and (Kz(R))@=K,t(R/J). 
Hence St(R) is affinely homeomorphic to St(R/J). Furthermore, since R/J 
is semisimple artinian, St(R/J) is affinely homeomorphic to a finite dimen- 
sional simplex (see [Gl]). 
But it is not so common that we can lift all idempotents in a semilocal 
ring. Under a weaker condition we get the following theorem: 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let R be u semilocal ring. Assume that central idem- 
potents can be lifted mod&o the Jacobson radical J. Then the natural map 
St(R/J) -+ St(R) is an affine embedding. 
Proof The natural projection map R + R/J induces an order- 
preserving group homomorphism $J : K,(R) -+ K,(R/J) and an affine 
continuous map @ : St(R/J) + St(R). Moreover, Q is a monomorphism by 
[B, 111.2.121. We claim that Coker(q5) = K,(R/J)/K,(R) is a torsion group. 
It is enough to show that for every f.g. projective left R/J-module A4, 
there exists an integer n > 0 and a Eg. projective left R-module N, such 
that n[M] = [R/J OR N]. Since R/J is semisimple artinian, then 
[M] =n,[R/Jf,] +n,[R/Jf,] + ... +nk[R/Jfk] where the f.‘s are a set 
of primitive orthogonal idempotents of R/J, thus everyf, is a summand of 
a central idempotents ei with R/J f, c R/J ei. Thus mi[ R/J,L.] = [R/J ei] 
for some positive integer mi, for each i = 1, . . . . k. Let n = m, m, . . . mk > 0. 
Then 
n[M] =nn,[R/Jf,] +nnz[R/Jf,] + ... +nnk[R/Jf,] 
=n,m,...m,[R/Je,] +m,n,...m,[R/Je,] 
+ ... +m,mz...n,[R/Je,] 
=“l[R/Je,] +c(,[R/Je,] + ... +cx,[R/Jek]. 
By hypothesis all central idempotents can be lifted, thus there exist 
idempotent elements a,, u2, . . . . ak in R that are mapped to e,, e2, . . . . ek, 
respectively, under the map R -+ R/J, so R/J OR Ra,g R/Je,, and 
nCMl=cx,CR/JO.Ra,]+a,[R/JO.Ra,]+ ... +c(,[R/JO.Ra,] 
= CR/J 0 R (0 ~;(RQi))l> 
where N= (0 cc,(Ra,)) is a f.g. projective left R-module. So we proved the 
claim. Now we prove that @ is injective. Let s, t be states of R/J with 
(s) @ = (t) CD, let XE K,(R/J). Since Coker(@) is a torsion group, then there 
exists an integer n >O such that nXE (K,(R)) 4, so there exists a 
YE K,( R/J) with ( Y) 4 = nX. Hence, (X) s = (l/n)( Y) 4s = (l/n)( Y) s@ = 
(l/n)(Y) t@ = (l/n)(Y) q5t = (X) t. Thus s = t and St(R/J) + St(R) is an 
injection. 
COROLLARY 4.7. If R is a semilocal noetherian ring of finite Krull dimen- 
sion, and central idempotents can be lifted modulo the Jacobson radical, then 
St(R) z St(R/J). Hence, St(R) is affinely homeomorphic to a finite dimen- 
sional simplex. 
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Proof By the theorem we know that the map @ : St(R/J) -+ St(R) is 
injective afline and continuous. Thus we just need to prove that @ is also 
surjective. Since R is noetherian of finite Krull dimension and has only a 
finite number of maximal prime ideals, then every extreme point of St(R) 
is a state s, for some maximal prime ideal Q of R [St, Theorem 6.41. But 
then Q/J is a minimal prime ideal of the semisimple artinian ring R/J and 
@Q/J) @ = SQ. So the map @ is surjective. 
5. FINITE ALGEBRAS OVER COMMUTATIVE NOETHERIAN RINGS 
A finite algebra R over a commutative noetherian ring A is a ring R and 
a ring homomorphism f: A + R such that R is f.g. as a left and right 
A-module and (A) f is contained in the center of R. We now discuss some 
properties of the state space of finite algebras. The main tool we use is 
Mueller’s theorem which is stated originally for rings finite over their center 
in [Mu]. We give here Jategaonkar’s result and Mueller’s result for finite 
algebras over commutative rings. 
PROPOSITION 5.1 [J, Proposition A.2.11. Let R be a finite algebra over a 
commutative noetherian ring A. Then the natural map x : Spec(R) + 
Spec( A), defined by (P) I= P n A is surjective with finite fibres. Moreover, 
R is a fully bounded noetherian (FBN) ring. 
A X-libre is the preimage of a prime ideal of the ring A under the map 
3: of Proposition 5.1. 
PROPOSITION 5.2 [Mu, Theorem 71. Let R be a finite algebra over a 
commutative noetherian ring A. Assume A is the center of R. Let 
PE Spec(R). Then the clique of P is a clan and coincides with the set 
{Q E Spec( R)/Q n A = P n A}. Furthermore, the localization of R at 
??A( P n A) is also the localization of R at the clique of P. 
For details about cliques and clans, see [J] or [MR]. Roughly 
speaking, we will say that the clique of a prime ideal P of R is the minimal 
set of prime ideals, including P, at which an Ore localization can be 
performed. If we assume that the ring R is left regular, we can put together 
these results with Corollary 4.2 and obtain: 
THEOREM 5.3. Let R be a finite algebra over a commutative noetherian 
ring A, assume R is left regular and A is the center of R. Let q be a prime 
ideal of A, and let S be the intersection of the X-fibre of q. Then 
St( R,) -+ St(R) is an embedding. 
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Proof The X-!ibre of q is the set Y = {Q E Spec(R)/Q n A = q], and it 
is finite by Proposition 5.1. Then by Mueller’s theorem, Y is a finite clan 
(whose intersection is the semiprime ideal S), and w,JS) is an Ore set. 
Thus, by Corollary 4.2, St(R,) --t St(R) is an embedding. 
Moreover, if R is a prime ring, every localization R, is also a prime ring 
and so by Theorem 4.1, the state s0 E St(R,) is mapped to the state 
s0 E St(R) for every embedding St(R,) + St(R). Thus the state s0 of St(R) 
lies in every state space St(R,) for S an intersection of a X-tibre of R. Hence 
we obtain: 
THEOREM 5.4. Let R be a finite algebra over a commutative noetherian 
ring A. Assume that R is a prime left regular ring, has finite Krull dimension, 
and A is the center of R. Then, there exists a surjective affine continuous map 
=+/t(R)) -St(R), 
where V is the topological wedge product over sO of the compact convex sets 
St(R,), I is the set of semiprime ideals S, and S is the intersection of a 
X-fibre qf R. (CH denotes the closure of the convex hull.) By Mueller’s 
theorem, we can write equivalently 
m( v St(R,)) -+ St(R). 
P t Spec(A) 
Proof (For definition of the topological wedge product, see [CV].) 
Every SE I is of the form S = n {P E Spec(R)/P n A = p} for some prime 
ideal p E Spec(A) (Mueller’s theorem). Also S is a localizable semiprime 
ideal, so R, exists and is a semi-local ring with finitely many maximal 
prime ideals since the X-tibres are finite (Proposition 5.1). Then, by [St, 
Theorem 6.41, the extreme points of St(R,) are of the form sps for P, 
maximal prime ideals of R,. Furthermore, by Theorem 5.3, the maps 
r, : St(R,) -+ St(R) are injective for every SE Z, and by the comments 
preceding the theorem, they all agree on sO. Thus we can define an affine 
map r from the topological wedge product over s0 of the compact convex 
sets St(R,), to the compact convex set St(R) such that rlst(RsJ=fS, and 
then extend by linearity to the convex hull. We just need to show that r 
is surjective. Let s~st(R). Since R is noetherian with finite Krull dimen- 
sion, then s is an affine linear combination of the states sp for P some 
J-prime ideals of R (see [St]). Let p = P n A, so P belongs to a X-fibre of 
R by Proposition 5.1. Let T, denote the intersection of the X-fibre. Thus the 
state sp is the image of the state s,,, E St(R,) under the affrne continuous 
map I-, where N= PR, (Theorem 4.1). Thus an affine linear combination 
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of the states sP is the image of an affme linear combination of the states sN 
under the affine continuous map Z, and hence Z is surjective. 
EXAMPLE 5.5. Let 
a k-subalgebra of T,(k). There is only one clique, given by the prime ideals 
with Pn k= Q n k= Tn k= (0). Thus the map in Theorem 5.4 is a 
homeomorphism. Also if S= P n Q n T, then R,= R(,, = R. Thus R is 
semilocal and we can lift the central idempotents of R/J= k @ k @ k, SO 
St(R) is affnely homeomorphic to a 2-dimensional simplex with extreme 
points sP, so, and sT. 
EXAMPLE 5.6. Let A be a commutative noetherian domain, and let Z be 
a nonzero prime ideal of A. Let R = ( j : ) a prime A-subalgebra of the ring 
M,(A). Let P be a prime ideal of A. If Z E P, set P’ = (,’ i) and P” = (2 i). 
If Z d P, set P* = (‘, ‘^p’). It can be seen that all the prime ideals of R 
have one of these forms. The cliques are of the form {0* j, {P*), (P’, P”}. 
The localizations at (O*} and {P* i give us quasi-local rings, so the state 
spaces reduce to a point. On the other hand, the localization at P gives us 
a l-dimensional simplex for state space with extreme points sF and sP,,. So 
if Z is a maximal ideal, then Z= P and St(R) is a l-dimensional simplex. 
Otherwise we have to consider an amalgamation of l-dimensional sim- 
plices arising from maximal prime ideals containing I. 
6. SKEW GROUP RINGS OF COMMUTATIVE NOETHERIAN DOMAINS 
In this section we apply the previous results to the case of a skew group 
ring when the coefficient ring is a commutative noetherian domain. We 
relate the ideas of ramification with the structure of the state space of the 
skew group ring via localization at the semiprime ideals arising from 
G-prime ideals of the ring. Hence we give an improvement of a result of 
Stafford [St, Theorem 6.41 concerning the extreme points of the state space 
in the case of skew group rings. 
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Let S be a commutative noetherian domain and let G be a finite group 
acting faithfully as automorphisms of S. Assume 1 G 1 1 E S. We can see 
that center (S * G) = SC, which is also a commutative noetherian domain 
(see [Mol]). Also, since S is noetherian and ) G I ~’ E S, S is a f.g. 
SC-module [MO 1, Corollary 5.91 and hence the skew group ring S * G is 
a prime finite algebra over its center S” which is a commutative noetherian 
domain. So, applying the above results we obtain: 
PROPOSITION 6.1. Let S and G be as above. Jf P is a prime ideal of S 
then P” * G is a localizable semiprime ideal of S * G and if p = P n SC then 
S*G pneG=SSpO*G. 
Proof: If Y is a minimal prime over P” * G, then B n SC = 
9 n S n SC = P” n SC =p and thus the set of prime ideals of S * G that 
intersect to the prime ideal p in S” is exactly the minimal prime ideals 
over P” * G. Then, except the last equality, this is a direct application of 
Theorem 5.2. To prove the last equality we show that the elements of 
V(P” * G) are invertible in Sp * G and that S@ * G G S * GFO, G. Let 
x E ‘#(PO * G), then x = [x + P” * G] is regular in S * G/P0 * G = S/P0 * G 
and hence invertibel in Q(S/P’) * G z S+IP’S,o * G z S@ * GIP’Sp * G = 
Sp * G/J(S@) * G. But by [Pa2, Theorem 4.21, J(Sp * G) = J(S@) * G. 
Thus x is invertible in Sp * G/J(S, * G) and hence x is invertible in 
SF * G. On the other hand, let y E SF * G, say y = x rx g with rg E Sp. 
Then rg = hi’s, for some h, E Vs(Po) and s, E S for every g in the support 
of y (supp(y)). Since ?Zs( P”) is an Ore set we can apply the common 
denominator property, see [J], and find an element h E%$(P’) and 
elements t, E S such that rg = h ~ ‘t, for all g in supp( y); thus 1’ = h ~ ’ C t,g 
with h E Ce,(P’) and t, E S. But obviously %‘s(P”) c %‘(P” * G) and then 
hEV(P’* G), thus YES* G+,,,. 
PROPOSITION 6.2. Let S and G be as above, P E Spec(S). If P is 
unram$ed then spa * G = so in St(S * G). 
Proof Since P is unramified, P” * G is a prime ideal of S * G by 
Theorem 2.3. Then, by Proposition 6.1, P” * G is a localizable prime ideal 
in the prime ring S * G, and hence by Theorem 4.4, spa * G = so. 
For the next theorem we need a general lemma: 
LEMMA 6.3. Let R be a prime noetherian ring. Let e be a non-trivial 
idempotent in R. If ReR # R then St(R) is not a singleton. 
Prooj There exists a maximal prime ideal P such that ReR s P, 
hence ([Re]) sp = 0. But ([Re]) so = length(Q(R) 0 R Re)/length(Q(R)) = 
length(Q(R) e)/length(Q(R)) # 0. Thus sp #so. 
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With all this information, we can state one of the main theorems of this 
paper which tells us some of the information that is stored in the state 
space. 
THEOREM 6.4. Let S be a commutative noetherian domain with finite 
Krull dimension, and let G be a finite group acting faithfully as 
automorphisms of S with / G 1-l E S. The action is G-Galois tf and only tf 
St(S * G) is a singleton. 
Proof (a) Since S is unramified (Corollary 2.5), every prime ideal of 
S * G is of the form P” * G for some prime ideal P of S. Thus by Proposi- 
tion 6.2, sF * G = so for all primes in S * G. Hence by [St, Theorem 6.41, the 
state space reduces to a point. 
((r) Recall that e, the sum of elements of G in S * G multiplied by 
1 G 1 -I, is an idempotent. Then, by Lemma 6.3, S * GeS * G = S * G; so the 
action is G-Galois on S. 
Now we study the case when S is ramified. Let P be a ramified prime 
and let ?? be a prime ideal minimal over P” * G, then 9 n SC = 
YnSnSo=P”nSG=p, where p is a prime ideal of S”, and P’*G= 
n {p prime ideals of S *G/Y n S” =p} of S * G. Thus a direct interpreta- 
tion of Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 gives us: 
THEOREM 6.5. Let S and G be as in Theorem 6.4. Assume S is left 
regular and P is a prime ideal of S, then: 
(1) St(S*GFo.o)+St(S*G)isanembedding. 
(2) CWV WS *GQo *G)) + St(S * G) is an affine continuous surjec- 
five map, where the topological wedge product is taken over the state s,, and 
all semiprime ideals Q” * G for Q ramified maximal prime ideals of S. 
Proof To apply Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 we just need to check that S * G 
is left regular with finite Krull dimension. But this follows from [MR, 
Proposition 5.51 since G is finite. If Q is unramified, then the state space 
St(S* GQoeG ) is a point by Proposition 6.2. In the wedge product all these 
points are identified with the state so and hence we may consider only the 
ramified prime ideals of S. If there are no ramified primes then the wedge 
product is a point, namely the state sO, and also St(S * G) is a point by 
Theorem 6.4. The fact that we only consider maximal prime ideals will be 
justified after Theorem 6.9. 
This means that the state space St(S * G) comes from an amalgamation 
of convex compact sets corresponding to localization of the ring at semi- 
prime ideals of S * G that arise from ramified prime ideals of S. In 
particular, if the ramified prime is G-invariant, this compact convex set is 
a simplex as we now show. 
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THEOREM 6.6. Let S be a commutative noetherian domain with finite 
Krull dimension, and let G be a finite group acting faithfully as 
automorphisms of S with 1 G 1-l E S. Assume that S contains the 1 G 1 th roots 
of unity. If P is a G-invariant ramified prime of S, then St(S Y G@, o) 
is affinely homeomorphic to an (m - 1)-dimensional simplex, where 
m = ram(P). 
Proof: By Proposition 6.1, P” * G is a localizable semiprime ideal and 
thus S * GF * G is a semi-local ring with exactly m = ram(P) maximal prime 
ideals. If, in S * G@, G, we can lift central idempotents modulo 
J(S* Gpo,G), then by Corollary 4.7 we get St(S* GPOrC;)= 
St(S * GF * .IJ(S * Gpc * cl), which is aflinely homeomorphic to an 
(m - I)-dimensional simplex. Thus we only need to prove that we can 
lift central idempotents. Proposition 6.1 and [Pa2, Theorem 4.21 yield 
S*GFa.,/J(S*Gp*o) 2 Sp*G/J(SF*G) r Sro*G/J(S~)*G g 
S,O/J(S~) * G. Since P is G-invariant, P = P” and S+/J(Se) = S,/J(S,) = 
S,IPS, = Q(S/P) which is a field, say k. Thus S * G, I o/J(S * GF I c;) = 
k * G a semisimple artinian ring with m maximal prime ideals, 1 G 1~ i E k, 
and k contains the 1 GI th roots of unity. Let the decomposition of 1 as a 
sum of central orthogonal idempotents of k * G be 1 = e, + . + e,. Then 
each ei is in kGH, where H is the inertia group of k. Thus ei is the sum of 
primitive orthogonal idempotents of kGH, whose coefficients, by [Pal], 
are sums of some I H / th roots of unity, thus sums of some ( G ( th roots of 
unity. Hence the coefficients of the e,‘s are sums of some / G 1 th roots of 
unity which in fact, are in Sp, and thus ej E S@ * G, giving a trivial lifting 
of the central idempotents. 
In the case of ramified primes that are not G-invariant, we can not give 
such a specific structure of St(S * G po * G). But, in general, we can compare 
these “pieces” for G-comparable prime ideals in S. We call P and Q two 
G-comparable prime ideals if P” _C Q or Qh z P for some g, h of G. 
THEOREM 6.7. Let S be a commutative noetherian domain and let G be a 
,finite group acting faithfully as automorphisms of S with / G I - ’ E S. Assume 
S is left regular. If P” E Q are two G-comparable prime ideals in S, then 
there is an embedding St(S * G, * G) + St(S * G,o * G). 
Proof Since P and Q are G-comparable primes, then P” * G c Q” * G. 
By “going up” [LP2], for each prime ideal $ minimal over P” * G, there 
exists a prime ideal si minimal over Q” * G with 9 c A?*. Thus 
~nn(Q0*G)~~nn(~i)=125andhence~S*Gc?o.(;isaprimeidealof 
s * G@G, name it gj, with (7$=(fi~)S*Ga~*o=(Po*G)S*Gp~,o= 
P’S,0 * G. Moreover, S oO * G is a finite algebra over its center 3, the 
fixed subring; thus by Mueller’s theorem P’S,0 * G is a localizable semi- 
prime ideal of S,O*G and (S*Gpo.G)posnonr=(S*Gg~.G)~SyO*G‘= 
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&&%,0 * G. But, since S is commutative (S,O)~~,,,~ Sp, and hence 
(S * G,o t cJ~s~o *GzS,*G=S*G,,~. Furthermore, since S is left 
regular, then S * G is left regular, and by [MR, Proposition 7.7.31 
S* Gpsc is left regular. Then, by Theorem 5.3, the map St(S * Gfl * G) = 
St((S * Goo, c)POseo* c) + St(S * GQOaC) is an embedding. 
COROLLARY 6.8. The following diagram is commutative 
WS* GBo.cJ 
/ \ 
WS * G@ e (;) b St(S * G). 
Proof Let s be a state in St(S * Gfl * c), and let a be the embedding 
map of the theorem. Let y and fi be the correspondent maps of 
Theorem 6.5 for P” * G and Q” * G, respectively. Let A4 be a f.g. projective 
left S * G-module. Then 
(CMl)sy=(CS*G~..O,..Ml)s 
=([IS* GF,, Qs..,o.cJ*Gpo.ci QseG Ml)s 
=W*G,o..Qs.. M])sa=([M])s@. 
Because of the commutativity of the diagram in the previous corollary, 
the extreme points of the state space of the skew group ring arise from 
generalized rank functions at maximal prime ideals, improving in this case 
a result of Stafford [St, Theorem 6.41, so we have: 
THEOREM 6.9. Let S he a commutative noetherian domain with finite 
Krull dimension, and let G he a finite group acting faithfully as 
automorphisms of S with I GI -’ ES. Assume S is left regular, then 
2, St(S * G) c (s.,/Y maximal prime ideal of S * G}. 
Furthermore, this theorem allows us to consider only ramified maximal 
prime ideals in Theorem 6.5. 
EXAMPLE 6.10. Let S= k[x,y] and G= (a, /I) as in Example 1.6. In 
that example we show that St(S * G) is a 3-dimensional simplex. Now we 
can give more detailed information about the extreme points. We can see 
that S” = k[x’, y’] and Sd3n S= (xy). Thus the ramified primes are 
P= ky), Q(+cO= (x+GY), T(+B)= (x, yf B), (x), and (y); with 
ramification numbers ram(P) = 4, ram( Q( + CC)) = 2, ram( T( f fl)) = 2, 
ram((x))=2, and ram((y))=2. Let Q=Q(+cc)‘=(x~-u’,~) and 
T= T( + /?)O = (x, y2 - p2). By Theorems 6.6 and 6.7, the l-dimensional 
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simplex St(k[x,y](,, * G) embeds into St(k[x,y].*G) which is also a 
l-dimensional simplex; furthermore, since the intersection of those prime 
ideals of S * G minimal over (x) * G and T * G coincide in kG, the map 
St(kG) --+ St(S * G) of Example 1.6 gives us an identification of the extreme 
points of St(k[x, y](,, * G) and St(k[x, ylT * G) inside St(k[x, y] * G). 
Hence, by Theorem 6.9, we just need to consider the ramified prime ideal 
P= (x, y); but P is G-invariant, so theorems 6.5 and 6.6 imply that 
St(k[x, y] * G) is afhnely homeomorphic to a 3-dim simplex with extreme 
points corresponding to the 4 prime ideals minimal over P * G. 
7. DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
Let S be a Dedekind domain and let G be a finite group acting faithfully 
as automorphisms of S. Assume ) G 1 is invertible in S. Then S * G is an 
hereditary noetherian prime ring (HNP ring) and we can apply the struc- 
ture theorem of [GW] and improve Theorem 6.5. 
THEOREM 7.1. Let S be a Dedekind domain and let G be a finite group 
acting faithfully as automorphisms of S with j G I ~ ’ E S. Then 
- 
St(S * G) z CH v St(S/P; * G) , 
itl > 
where I is an index set for the ramified primes of S and the topological wedge 
product is taken over the common state sO. Furthermore, each St(S/Py * G) 
is affinely homeomorphic to an (n,- 1 )-dimensional simplex where 
ni = ram(P,). If S unramified, then St(S * G) is a point. 
Proof. Applying Mueller’s theorem to the HNP ring S * G, we get that 
the clans are the set of prime ideals minimal over a semiprime ideal Pa * G 
for some prime ideal P of the ring S. But in a HNP ring the clans coincide 
with the cycles of idempotent maximal ideals, see [J]. Then, using the 
structure theorem of [GW] for HNP rings, we have a simplex K, for every 
one of these clans, with the extreme points in a one-to-one correspondence 
to the n = ram(P) prime ideals minimal over P” * G, for P a ramified prime 
ideal of S; and St(S * G) zz CH(V KP) where the wedge product is taken 
over the common origin and all ramified primes of S. On the other hand 
S/P: * G = S * G/P: * G is a semisimple artinian ring with exactly 
ni= ram(Pi) minimal prime ideals and its state space is affnely 
homomorphic to an (n,- I)-dimensional simplex, hence afIinely 
homeomorphic to K,, with the state so corresponding to the origin. - 
Thus St(S/Pu * G) z KY8 and St(S * G) z CH (Vlt, St(S/Py * G)) where i 
runs over all ramified primes of S. If there are no ramified primes, then 
Theorem 6.4 says that the state space St(S * G) is a point. 
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EXAMPLE 7.2. Let S= k[x] with k a field such that char(k) [n and k 
contains a primitive nth root of unity CO. Define the automorphism g of S 
by (x) g = wx and let G = (g), so 1 GI = n. Some few computations show 
that SrrSn S= (x”- ‘), so the only ramified prime ideal is P = (x). In fact, 
the skew group ring is isomorphic to 
and the semiprime ideal (x) * G is the intersection of the prime ideals 
P,, . . . . 8, with 
q. = 
i 
C[x”] ‘. . (x’l) 
. . . (x”) . . 
\ 02 Cx”l ..’ @[x”] 
with (x”) in the (i, i) th entry. Thus ram((x)) = n, and because we have only 
one ramified prime, Theorem 7.1 implies that St(k[x] * G) is affrnely 
homeomorphic to an (n - 1)-dimensional simplex with extreme points 
s ), 3 ...> s.,n 
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